**CENTRAL SUPERFLOATS**

White floats only, great training aids

- **SWM1040**
  - 290 x 220 x 25mm
  - £3.30 each

- **SWM1041**
  - 320 x 240 x 30mm
  - £4.20 each

---

**CENTRAL KICKBOARDS**

This superb kickboard is laminated for strength and resilience. The senior size has routed sides for extra comfort and has great thickness for added strength

- **SWM1042**
  - Junior size 345 x 215 x 30mm
  - £5.99 each

- **SWM1043**
  - Senior size 470 x 285 x 40mm
  - £9.99 each

---

**FUN FLOATS**

An excellent playway to essential leg development. Help build swimming technique and confidence in the pool with these fun floats. Children will actively enjoy their swims sessions with these novelty foam float shapes. Made in durable EVA foam

- **SWM1049**
  - Dog
  - £5.28 each

- **SWM1050**
  - Puffer
  - £5.28 each

- **SWM1051**
  - Jelly
  - £5.28 each

- **SWM1052**
  - Hippo
  - £5.28 each

---

**DELPHIN SWIM AIDS**

No need to inflate this solid arm float. Tough and durable it has a long life. It is important that the arm slides comfortably through the flange as the disc may be subject to damage if it is forced through. Surprisingly lightweight. Three discs per arm provides enough buoyancy for most beginners. Discs are removed as ability and confidence increases. Senior discs are orange, junior discs come in assorted colours

- **SWM1044**
  - Up to 12 years
  - £5.50 disc
  - £8.17 disc

- **SWM1045**
  - Over 12 years

---

**DIVE STICKS**

Fluorescent dive sticks for fun competitions in the pool. Easily visible underwater, these sink and stand vertically on the pool bottom

- **SWM1046**
  - £6.66 set of 6

---

**SINKERS**

Colourful rings weighted on one side to sink quickly and stand vertically on the bottom so they can be picked up

- **SWM1053**
  - £7.77 set of 4

---

**DIVE BRICKS**

Colour coded bricks which cannot damage pool surface. For use in diving activities

- **SWM1047**
  - Junior size
  - £12.21 each

- **SWM1048**
  - Senior size
  - £16.66 each

---

Call the Sales Team on +44 (0)1621 868 700
Swimming - Pool Games and Flexibeams

1. **WATER BASKETBALL GOAL**
   SWM1054 £21.51 each
   A basketball goal including net, provides an introduction to team sport in the pool, though generally a fun item. Basket diameter is 470mm.

2. **LIGHTWEIGHT BALL**
   SWM1055 £2.34 each
   Lightweight ball, 215mm diameter, colour may vary.

3. **COMBI VOLLEYBALL FRAME**
   SWM1056 £424.45 each
   Large volleyball game made in sturdy 50mm PVC tubular construction. Extremely stable in the water, easy to assemble and dismantle. Ball not included. 1290 x 2660mm.

4. **MIKASA SQUISH VOLLEYBALL**
   SWM1057 £13.00 each
   A moulded Squish reduced weight volleyball. The Squish comes in green and blue colour and is a 230g volleyball. These balls are a great choice for swimming pool volleyball games.

5. **SLALOM**
   SWM1058 £6.62 each
   Set of 4 plastic strips which are weighted at one end to allow them to stand vertically on the pool bottom, thus allowing the swimmer to complete the slalom course.

6. **WEIGHT AND HOOP**
   SWM1059 £10.59 each
   For underwater fun in the pool, a large 76cm hoop with weight and adjustable rope which allows different height setting.

7. **HALF HOOPS**
   These half hoops are designed for intensive use and are an exciting pool swim and dive game. Create an underwater tunnel in the pool by placing one hoop next to another.
   - SWM1060 Set of 4 £55.51 set
   - SWM1061 Singularity £13.88 each

8. **FLEXIBEAMS (WOGGLES)**
   SWM1038 £4.56 each
   Designed specially for aqua fitness, but generally are just good fun. Ultra flexible and fluorescent, these giant tubes can be used as a teaching aid when children are advancing from armbands, 160cm long, 70mm diameter.

9. **FLEXIBEAM STORAGE TROLLEY**
   SWM1039 £131.15 each
   Mobile synthetic basket for up to 40 flexibeams. Meshed to allow easy drainage. Supplied on castors.

Order online at www.universalservicesuk.co.uk
Swimming - Blocks, Turning Boards, Water Polo & Storage

1. STARTING BLOCKS

A. SWM1001* £479.00 each
Standard pool starting block, stainless steel tubular framework with backstroke bar. G.R.P. (glass reinforced plastic) platform with non-slip surface and lane numbers on two sides. Requires two holdfast anchors (not supplied)

B. SWM1002* £600.29 each
Deck level starting block, stainless steel tubular framework with backstroke bar, fixing positions for turning boards. G.R.P. platform with non-slip surface and lane numbers on two sides. Requires three holdfast anchors (not supplied)

C. SWM1003* £623.97 each
Standard pool competition starting block, stainless steel 316 grade framework with backstroke bar and hidden fixing points. G.R.P. platform 500 x 500mm with non-slip surface and supplied with lane numbers to sides. Template is required for setting out the four holdfast fixings (not supplied)

D. SWM1004* £913.09 each
Deck level competition starting block, stainless steel 316 grade framework with backstroke bar and hidden fixing points. G.R.P platform 500 x 500mm with non-slip surface and supplied with lane numbers to sides. Template is required for setting out the four holdfast fixings (not supplied)

2. TURNING BOARDS

A. SWM1005* £370.05 each
Deck level pool turning boards to increase height of pool edge during competition, fixed to competition starting block at one end of the pool. Features stainless steel perforated sheet onto stainless steel tubular frame. 1900mm long

B. SWM1006* £383.51 each
As SWM1005 but 2400mm long

C. SWM1007* £222.62 each
Competition turning board bracket only for fixing SWM1005 and SWM1006 boards to pool surround where no starting block is used. Stainless steel tubular frames, requires two holdfast anchors (not supplied)

D. SWM1008* £269.03 each
Competition turning board bracket for fixing SWM1005 and SWM1006 turning board to pool surround to be used in conjunction with SWM1003 and SWM1004 competition starting blocks. Stainless steel 38mm diameter tubular bracket with pinched socket grouted into pool surround

3. HOLD FAST ANCHORS

SWM1062* £21.74 each
Fixing holdfast, stainless steel for grouting into pool wall/floor

SWM1063* £31.73 each
As SWM1062 but with the addition of a spring cover covering the hole when bolt not in position

4. WATER POLO GOALS

SWM1009* £2,438.84 pair
Set of two for 25m pool consisting of deep end and shallow end goal, both for fixing into pool surround. Stainless steel tubular framework with white goal posts to international requirements complete with nets

SWM1010* Price on application
Freestanding frame for shallow end when pool is greater than 30 metres

5. STORAGE TROLLEYS

A. SWM1011* £515.50 each
Training lanes storage trolley which takes 5 x 25m ropes with floats, stainless steel tubular construction on castors for ease of movement. 950mm x 700mm x 900mm

B. SWM1012* £1,660.10 each
Racing line storage trolley, stainless steel tubular construction to take anti-turbulence lines and floats. Will carry standard 100mm diameter lines, castors with brake and non-marking tyres for ease of movement and storage. Holds 5 x 25m lanes. 1725mm x 1250mm x 1420mm

D. SWM1013* £1,755.57 each
As SWM1012 but will carry 150mm diameter jumbo lines

Call the Sales Team on +44 (0)1621 868 700
Swimming - Warning, Lifesaving, Access Ladders & Racing Lanes

1. BACKSTROKE WARNING EQUIPMENT
   SWM1014* £300.38 each
   Backstroke warning equipment, stainless steel posts 38mm diameter with hook at the top for rope, socket with drop in cover for grouting in pool surround

2. LIFESAVING EQUIPMENT
   a. SWM1015* £723.06 each
      Standard observation chair, 38mm diameter stainless steel tubular framework with plastic seat, platform and treads, rubber feet for ease of movement
   b. SWM1016* £911.27 each
      Wall mounted observation chair, 38mm diameter stainless steel tubular framework with flanges for fixing to floor and wall, plastic seat, platform and treads
   c. SWM1017* £554.62 each
      Reduced height observation chair
   d. SWM1018* Price on application
      Pedestal observation chair, 100mm diameter stainless steel single column, for grouting into pool surround, 38mm diameter handrail ladderway with treads, swivel plastic seat and non-slip platform
   e. SWM1019* £259.54 each
      Lifebuoy stand, 100mm diameter stainless steel post with flange fitting, hook to take lifebuoy (lifebuoy not included)

3. ACCESS LADDERS
   Standard access ladder, stainless steel mirror polished side members 38mm or 50mm diameter and 16G wall thickness with asymmetric handle bars (splaying out to the pool surround) with threaded studs and stainless steel anti-slip treads
   a. SWM1020* 2 tread ladder 783mm £434.43 each
   b. SWM1021* 3 tread ladder 1063mm £497.84 each
   c. SWM1022* 4 tread ladder 1343mm £561.17 each
   d. SWM1023* 5 tread ladder 1623mm £626.23 each
   e. SWM1024* 6 tread ladder 1903mm £672.45 each
   f. SWM1025* 2 tread ladder 783mm £509.93 each
   g. SWM1026* 3 tread ladder 1063mm £573.51 each
   h. SWM1027* 4 tread ladder 1343mm £637.08 each
   i. SWM1028* 5 tread ladder 1633mm £700.64 each
   j. SWM1029* 2 tread ladder 503mm £536.49 each
   k. SWM1030* 3 tread ladder 783mm £545.20 each
   l. SWM1031* 4 tread ladder 1063mm £603.55 each
   m. SWM1032* 5 tread ladder 1343mm £672.35 each
   n. SWM1033* 6 tread ladder 1623mm £784.91 each

4. UNDERCOVER ACCESS LADDERS
   Undercover access ladder, stainless steel mirror polished tubular side members 38mm diameter x 16G wall thickness designed for use where pool cover is regularly used. The underwater tread support section has flanges drilled for bolting to pool wall with expansion bolts and stainless setscrews. The handrail section is a standard grab pull with asymmetric handle bends (splaying out to the pool surround). The grab pulls are fixed by grouting or alternative methods
   a. SWM1025* 2 tread ladder 783mm £509.93 each
   b. SWM1026* 3 tread ladder 1063mm £573.51 each
   c. SWM1027* 4 tread ladder 1343mm £637.08 each
   d. SWM1028* 5 tread ladder 1633mm £700.64 each
   e. SWM1029* 2 tread ladder 503mm £536.49 each
   f. SWM1030* 3 tread ladder 783mm £545.20 each
   g. SWM1031* 4 tread ladder 1063mm £603.55 each
   h. SWM1032* 5 tread ladder 1343mm £672.35 each
   i. SWM1033* 6 tread ladder 1623mm £784.91 each

5. DECK LEVEL ACCESS LADDERS
   Deck level access ladder, stainless mirror polished tubular side members 38mm diameter x 16G wall with asymmetric handle bends (splaying out to the pool surround) with threaded studs and stainless steel anti-slip treads
   a. SWM1029* 2 tread ladder 503mm £536.49 each
   b. SWM1030* 3 tread ladder 783mm £545.20 each
   c. SWM1031* 4 tread ladder 1063mm £603.55 each
   d. SWM1032* 5 tread ladder 1343mm £672.35 each
   e. SWM1033* 6 tread ladder 1623mm £784.91 each

6. 6" WAVE KILLING RACING LANES
   The ultimate wave killing racing lane, selected throughout the world for leading tournaments, produced with two wave killing ribs instead of the usual single rib. Lanes are fitted with the competition type take-up reel system which permits some adjustment in length (cable only) at one end
   SWM1035* With take up reel £607.55 per 25m lane

Order online at www.universalservicesuk.co.uk